Law school is
an investment.
As you sprint toward success,
we’ll help you run the numbers.
Since 2013, the free AccessLex Student
Loan Calculator has helped hundreds of
thousands of students understand and
prepare for the financial realities of a law
degree. Now it’s your turn!
Use the Calculator to:
• Estimate how much you need to borrow
while in law school.
◦ The Calculator prepopulates cost of
attendance data for you!
• Identify the repayment plan options
that fit your budget.
• Understand the financial impact
of prepaying your student loans.
• Learn about your loan consolidation and
refinancing options.
• Discover the impact of changing your
repayment plan while in repayment.
• Determine how much you could
have forgiven under Public Service
Loan Forgiveness (PSLF).

The Student Loan Calculator
is available to you FREE from
nonprofit AccessLex Institute®.
Easy-to-use. Anonymous.
No login needed.

Run your
numbers at
AccessLex.org/
Calculator

Calculate
your future.
Understanding the financial
realities of your law degree is the
first step to making wise decisions
about your student loans. Nonprofit
AccessLex Institute’s Student Loan
Calculator is a free and easy way to
do just that!

Thinking about law school?
Deciding to obtain a law degree is an important
decision. Equally important is the choice of which
law school to attend. The AccessLex Student Loan
Calculator can help you estimate the total cost of
a degree at various schools and look ahead at the
impact those costs will have on your finances now
and after graduation.

Already in law school?
Get a handle on what you’ve already borrowed
and how much more you may need to borrow to
complete your degree. Seeing the impact your
student loans will have on your future earnings can
help you make wise decisions while still in school.

When planning for a successful transition from law
student to professional, consider your goals, your
current financial situation and job status, and the
repayment plans available to you. Our Calculator
will guide you through these factors, allowing you
to feel confident about repaying your student
loans and secure about your financial future.

Empowering the next generation of lawyers.
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About to graduate?

